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Abstract
The use of haptic-based robotic-arm assisted total knee arthroplasty (hRATKA) has
demonstrated a decrease in soft tissue damage. Hampp et al. [4] compared the soft tissue
damage in a cadaveric study between manual total knee arthroplasty (MTKA) and
hRATKA and found that the hRATKA specimens had significantly less damage to the
PCL than the MTKA specimens [4]. The purpose of this study is to look at the effect of
the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) on kinematics, as defined by anterior-posterior
(AP) tibial translation, during stair climb. Using a 6 degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) joint
motion simulator, the stair climb profile was run on four cadaveric knee specimens with
the PCL intact and the PCL cut. In the PCL deficient condition, there was more posterior
tibial motion than when the PCL was intact, and this was more noticeable during the high
flexion portion of the profile. These findings speak to the importance of soft tissue
preservation, and the development of haptic-based robotic-arm assisted TKA can help
prevent soft tissue damage to the PCL.

1 Introduction
With computer assisted orthopaedic surgery, there are opportunities to preserve soft tissue in total
knee arthroplasty (TKA). Hampp et al. compared the soft tissue damage between manual total knee
arthroplasty (MTKA) and haptic-based robotic-arm assisted total knee arthroplasty (hRATKA) in a
cadaveric study and found that the hRATKA specimens had significantly less damage than the MTKA
specimens [4]. This was particularly true for the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) [4]. The PCL is the
primary restraint to posterior translation of the tibia and plays a role in joint compression [2]. It would
therefore be expected that damage to the PCL during TKA could lead to increased laxity and thus a
feeling of knee instability.
Some studies have used simulation methods to evaluate the effect of the PCL on kinematics [1, 2];
however physical testing of activities of daily living can help to verify this impact. Sekiya et al. used
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stress radiography to measure the increase in posterior translation during a 200-N posterior drawer at
90 degrees flexion with the PCL-injured specimens [3], and while this shows the PCL may affect knee
stability, an active profile—rather than passive testing alone—can illustrate the extent of knee stability
that is compromised with a damaged PCL. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to look at the effect
of the PCL on kinematics, as defined by anterior-posterior (AP) tibial translation during stair climb.

2 Material and Methods
Four left cadaveric knee specimens were dissected with all soft tissue removed except the PCL,
ACL, and the collateral ligaments. An intramedullary (IM) rod was implanted and fixed with bone
cement in the femoral shaft. The tibia and fibula were cemented in a custom fixture with bone cement.
The knee was mounted in a 6 degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) joint motion simulator, such that the
epicondylar axis was aligned with the flexion axis of the hydraulic testing machine.
In order to assess the PCL in the cadaveric knees with an active profile, data from instrumented knee
implants were used to derive the stair climb profile [5]. The stair climb profile was chosen as it is a
common activity where the PCL is expected to play an important role to restrain the knee, particularly
in high flexion [2]. The knee was first tested intact to gain input on normal stair climb kinematics for
that specimen. Afterwards, the PCL was cut, and the stair climb profile was run on each specimen. The
6-DOF joint motion simulator collected the anterior-posterior tibial motion with the intact PCL and the
PCL-deficient conditions, and this could be compared across all four specimens by looking at the ratio
of maximum anterior and posterior motion in the cut PCL condition to the intact condition. Further
analysis focusing on the higher flexion region where the PCL is engaged was conducted with one-way
ANOVA to statistically determine significant differences (significance p<0.05) of local peaks and
valleys in the high flexion region shown in Figure 2.

3 Results
In all four specimens, there was more posterior motion and less anterior motion in the PCL-deficient
condition. The ratio of overall maximum posterior and anterior displacement in the PCL-deficient
condition to the intact PCL condition was 1.50 +/- 0.26 and 0.67 +/- 0.19 (Figure 1a). Though there
were variations in magnitude, the same kinematic trend was seen for all four specimens, with additional
posterior motion in the PCL-deficient condition (Figure 2). As expected, this was particularly notable
in the high flexion region ranging from the peak at 92 degrees (P1) to the valley at 65 degrees (V1).
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The PCL-deficient condition had significantly more posterior tibial motion compared to the intact
condition at P1 (p=0.031) and V1 (p=0.004).

Figure 1: (a) Cut PCL to Intact PCL condition ratio of overall max anterior motion and posterior motion.
(b) P1 and V1 anterior-posterior tibial location average for all 4 specimens for intact and cut PCL. * denotes
significant difference.

Figure 2: Anterior-posterior motion for one cycle of stair climb for Specimen 1 with the PCL
intact and the PCL cut. P1 and V1 on graph shown.

4 Discussion
This study provided additional information about the impact of the PCL and its effect on knee
stability and kinematics during an activity of daily living. During stair climb, there was an increase in
posterior tibial motion with PCL-deficient specimens. Especially during the higher flexion regions of
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the profile, there was a significant posterior shift, which coincides with previous studies that examined
the effect of the PCL [1, 2, 3]. This posterior shift also leads to a decrease in anterior tibial motion with
PCL-deficient specimens. Surgical techniques involving the tibial cut have been explored to help protect
the PCL because a functioning PCL is believed to control rollback during flexion [6,7]. During tibial
cutting, PCL fibers may be detached especially when there is some posterior slope, so surgical
techniques that preserve the PCL are beneficial [6, 8]. Haptic-based robotic-arm assisted TKA can better
protect soft tissue like the PCL. The cadaveric study from Hampp et al. looking at soft tissue
preservation in MTKA and hRATKA noted the stereotactic boundary constraint on the sawblade may
help prevent soft tissue damage [4]. While many other robotic systems use cutting blocks or similar
methods, new TKA robotic system applications that are haptic-based—such as the application used in
Hampp et al. [4]—help protect the PCL. Learning more about the effect of the PCL on knee kinematics
highlights the advantages of using hRATKA to preserve physiological motion.
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